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Richard Hummelbrunner and Martin Reynolds

Applying the three core systems concepts – interrelationships, perspectives and boundaries (see Bob Williams’ article in this issue) - for the evaluation of a “situation” has implications for the type of learning that it generates. It also helps to make explicit its value base. This article proposes a conceptual framework that connects the three systems concepts with learning and values.1

First we examine the implications for learning. To do so we use a model that has been widely used in the Organizational Development literature. It is based on the work of Gregory Bateson (1972) as well as Chris Argyris and Donald Schö́n (1978) and addresses the purpose and extent of learning. It distinguishes between three types of learning:

- **Single loop learning (Learning to adapt):** results in a change of strategy or tactics without questioning the underlying goals or assumptions. It helps to control individual behaviour within existing decision making protocols; provides short-term solutions to implementation problems and deals with symptoms more than root causes. The core question is ‘Are we doing things right?’

- **Double loop learning (Learning to change):** by reflecting on goals and assumptions, one probes the generative mechanisms of problems, their underlying causes and their consequences. This leads to adjustments in strategy and to better mid- and long-term course corrections in response to contextual changes. The core question is ‘Are we doing the right things?’

- **Triple loop learning (Learning to learn):** by reflecting on the learning mechanisms, existing rules are challenged and possibly changed in ways that affect knowledge acquisition and behaviour, i.e. by identifying different patterns of recognising and handling problems or coping more effectively with contextual changes. The core question is ‘What makes this the right thing to do?’

Although each of these levels addresses different questions, the progression from single to double and triple loop learning can be expected to lead to deeper and more sustainable learning.

Based on this model, we associate each of the three systems concepts with a specific loop of learning. Figure 1 below illustrates these connections for the generic case of evaluating the effects of an intervention:

---

1 The ideas in this article were originally presented by the authors in a panel session at the workshop ‘Impact, Learning and Innovation’ at the Institute of Development Studies, Brighton UK (March 26-27 2013).
− **Single loop learning:** The focus is on *interrelationships*, primarily between the intervention and its effects, but also within them (e.g. between the actions of an intervention or the various effects produced). In case of divergence from original plans, adaptive recommendations are made; for example, modifying a strategy or activities in order to better achieve stated aims and objectives. Significantly, the purpose of the intervention is not questioned.

− **Double loop learning:** Assumptions underpinning an intervention can only be reflected if multiple perspectives are taken into account. When acknowledging that a situation can be framed in different ways, this also questions the purpose and goals of an intervention.

− **Triple loop learning:** Here the focus is on the *boundaries* inevitably made with any intervention and its evaluation. Reflecting on boundary judgements is very helpful (and needed) for critically reflecting on the rules and relations of power that affect behaviour and cognition patterns (Flood and Romm, 1996). This notably involves looking at the power relations that determine the boundaries of an intervention and its evaluation, including the role of evaluation commissioners and evaluators themselves.

The key role of the evaluator is in assigning value. Each of the learning loops can be associated with a different set of values:

− **Single loop learning** is based on *instrumental values* embedded in an intervention. These underpin the intervention logic and can be derived from the respective documents, either
explicitly or (probably more often) only implicitly. Utility is perhaps the best example of such value. Instrumental values inform evaluative measures regarding issues of ‘efficacy’ (does it work?) and ‘efficiency’ (how well does it work using available resources?).

− **Double loop learning** is based on the *intrinsic value* underpinning the various framings of an intervention and/or the wider situation being evaluated. They can include personal, organizational or social values. Intrinsic values inform evaluative measures regarding issues of ‘relevance’ (why is it important that the intervention works and works well?) and ‘effectiveness’ (are the right things getting done?)

− **Triple loop learning** is based on critical value; that is, value in reflecting on the rules and customs that govern dominant behaviour and cognition patterns in a particular context. Critical values inform evaluative measures regarding issues of equity and emancipation (what and who determines the importance of some measures of success over others?)

Figure 2 is an attempt to integrate all of these associations into a single framework.

---

2 The term ‘effectiveness’ can have different meanings in different contexts of use; sometimes used interchangeably with efficacy. In this article we make a clear distinction between evaluative criteria of efficacy (“getting things done”) and efficiency (“getting things done right”) – both of which constitute single loop learning - and effectiveness (“getting the right things done”). Effectiveness in this latter sense invokes double loop learning.
The framework can be used to interrogate the coherence among the various components of an evaluation assignment. For example, is the type of learning envisaged in line with the evaluation’s value base? Can the value-base be modified or expanded if a deeper level of learning is envisaged or needed? Which of the systems concepts might be more appropriately applied in making value judgments in an evaluation?

The progression from single to triple loop learning is expected to lead to more sustainable learning. Similarly, the progression in focusing from *Interrelationships* to *Perspectives* and *Boundaries* indicates the extent and depth of systemic practice. Both sustainable learning and systemic practice in evaluation can be enhanced by applying progressively wider measures of value. This does not imply that the ‘upper’ level should and can always be reached. Often only one specific level might be feasible or can be appropriately attained given the actual circumstance and conditions of an evaluation. But the framework is helpful for reflecting on the constraints and limitations of an evaluation, as well as pointing at hidden opportunities that might otherwise be missed.

This framework applies systems thinking to the evaluation process by proposing three sets of typologies, their respective boundaries as well as some suggested correspondence between them. We believe that reflections based on such a framework can add rigour to evaluation practice. The value base of an evaluation can be made more explicit and congruent with the evaluation mandate. Addressing the appropriate value base (in coherence with the envisaged learning type) can enhance the relevance, validity and credibility of evaluations.

We are aware that this framework is still tentative and provisional, and that some connections and their implications invite further exploration. Additional associations are possible and could be integrated in this framework. For instance, the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) evaluation criteria (relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability, impact) could be grouped and more appropriately aligned along the same three levels (i.e., efficacy/efficiency; relevance; and sustainability/impact). The framework may also be applied to inform assessments of governance and/or performance by distinguishing between different levels of authority (power over, power with, and power to) and agency (personal, organizational, social).
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